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Times are changing.
 

It may surprise you that in a  report by SonicWall, a
record-breaking 10 billion malware attacks were

recorded a couple of years ago. Webroot released
another report in the same year stating they found

more than 137 million new viruses, and of those
numbers, about 94% of the malware observed was
polymorphic. Ransomware is on the rise. Phishing

attacks are dominating the security landscape.
Hackers specifically target smaller businesses that

have access to larger corporate networks. Why take
a daily risk whose end result is reduced

productivity, decreased revenue, potential loss of
customer trust, or possible closure?

 

We have your back.
 

We understand it can be difficult to justify the
benefits of implementing a cybersecurity
solution, especially since the immediate

benefits can seem largely invisible. However,
it is a well-established fact that the mayhem
of a breach for a small company and their
customers far exceeds the upfront cost of

properly securing IT assets. We can help you
find the security gaps in your organization

and fill them, whether they originate in
hardware, software, culture, or otherwise.

 

Give ACCi a call:  205-987-8711
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ACCi enjoyed Sponsoring the 
2021 Government Affairs  

Golf Tournament
Manufacture Alabama
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https://acci.com/webinars/

Register for our NEXT Webinar!
Password Risks: Why Multi-factor

Authentication is a Must
June 9, 2021
12noon-1pm

https://acci.com/events/
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ACCi's Tabios Darden spends
time with the 

Oak Mountain Connectors! 

Oak Mountain Connectors is a community
group for the Oak Mountain area where the

focus is on building relationships by connecting
with neighbors and local businesses to better

our community.
Tabios Darden

Account Executive


